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Information Gathering – www.shodan.io
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Information Gathering– censys.io
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Information Gathering– censys.io
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Information Gathering– Metadaten Dokumente
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• Download der Dokumente
• pdf, doc, xls, png,…
• Metadaten extrahieren
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Information Gathering– Metadaten Dokumente
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Information Gathering– Firmen Webseite

» Email Adressen
» Telefon, Fax Nummern
» Kontakt Informationen
» Dokumente
» Links
» Kommentare im HTML-Code
» Automatisiertes Crawling
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https://pixabay.com/
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Information Gathering– Maltego OSINT
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Information Gathering– Suchmaschinen - Google

» Klassische Suchfunktionalität
» Erweiterte Suchfunktionen
» Operatoren

» intitle:, inurl:, intext:,…
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Information Gathering– Suchmaschinen - Google
» intitle:index.of
» intitle:index.of backup
» inurl:admin
» site:fh-joanneum.at
» site:fh-joanneum.at –site:www.fh-

joanneum.at

» filetype:xls
» intitle:index.of backup ☺→ be creative
» intitle, allintitle
» inurl, allinurl
» inurl:etc
» combinations of operators
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Information Gathering– Suchmaschinen - Google

» intitle:"BlueNet Video Viewer"
» "LANCOM DSL/*-* Office *" "Entry 

Page"
» intitle:"Your Network Device" 

Status (LAN | WAN)
» allintitle: Axis 2.10 OR 2.12 OR 2.30 

OR 2.31 OR 2.32 OR 2.33 OR 2.34 
OR 2.40 OR 2.42 OR 2.43 "Network 
Camera “

» #online device#
» "OK logout" inurl:vb.htm?logout=1

November 18, 201911

» intitle:"Index of" .bash_history
» index.of perform.ini #mirc # 
» login: *" "password: *" 

filetype:xls
» ext:passwd -intext:the -sample 

-example
» "index of /" ( upload.cfm | 

upload.asp | upload.php | 
upload.cgi | upload.jsp | 
upload.pl )

http://www.google.com/search?q=%22OK+logout%22+inurl:vb.htm?logout=1&num=100&hl=en&lr=&filter=0
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Information Gathering– Suchmaschinen - Google

» Search google for:

» Excel files with email addresses

and passwords

» Confidental word documents

» /etc/hosts, /etc/passwd, 

/etc/shadow

» mysql dump files (.sql)
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Information Gathering– Suchmaschinen - Google

» Google dorks
» Sammlung von „interessanten“ 

Such Strings
» Suche nach Online Geräten
» Unsichere Konfigurationsdateien
» Versteckte Dateien

» http://www.exploit-db.com/google-dorks
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Information Gathering– Suchmaschinen - Bing

» search.live.com 

» Spezialfunktion: Zeige mir alle 

WEB-Seiten die auf einer IP 

Adresse gehostet sind

» Such String: ip:xx.xx.xx.xx
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Information Gathering–Netcraft

» Netcraft (www.netcraft.com)

» Internet Statistiken

» Server uptime

» Performance Messung

» Betriebssysteme ☺
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http://www.netcraft.com/
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Information Gathering- Robtex

» Robtex (www.robtex.com) 

» „swiss army knife internet tool“

» RBL Real time block list

» DNS-Tools

» Autonomous System AS Tools

» AS Verbindungen
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Information Gathering- Robtex
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Information Gathering– Sub Domains
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https://dnsdumpster.com
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Information Gathering 

» Überprüfung der eigenen Firma

» Email Adressen
» Telefon, Fax Nummern
» Kontakt Information
» Dokumente
» Links
» Kommentare im HTML-Code
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Information Gathering - WHOIS

» WHOIS

» Information über Domain Besitzer
» Information über IP-Adressen, IP-

Netblocks, Autonomous Systems
» Unix-Kommando
» #whois <Domainname>
» #whois <IP-address>
» RFC 3912
» TCP Port 43
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Information Gathering - WHOIS
» WHOIS

» whois 62.218.221.66
» netblock info
» netblock info provider

» http://www.onlinewhois.org/whois/
whois

» http://whois.domaintools.com/
» http://whois.sc
» http://www.completewhois.com/
» http://ripe.net
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Information Gathering - DNS

» DNS Domain Name System

» Mehr als nur IP/Name mapping

» Programme
» nslookup (Windows und Unix)

» host (Unix)

» dig (Unix)
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Information Gathering - DNS

» nslookup Querytype

» ns… Nameserver

» mx… Mailserver
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Information Gathering - DNS

» host
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Information Gathering - DNS

» DNS Zone Transfer

» Test der eigenen Domain 

(NS,MX,ZoneTransfer eg borg1.at)

» dnsrecon –d <domain> -t axfr

» dnsenum <domain>

» https://network-

tools.com/nslookup/ 

» https://www.dnsqueries.com/en/
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https://www.dnsqueries.com/en/
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Information Gathering– Port Scanning
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning

» Suche offene  TCP/UDP Ports

» nmap (http://insecure.org)
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sS (TCP SYN scan) 
» SYN scan is the default and most popular scan option for good reasons. It can be performed quickly, scanning

thousands of ports per second on a fast network not hampered by restrictive firewalls. SYN scan is relatively
unobtrusive and stealthy, since it never completes TCP connections. It also works against any compliant TCP 
stack rather than depending on idiosyncrasies of specific platforms as Nmap's FIN/NULL/Xmas, Maimon and
idle scans do. It also allows clear, reliable differentiation between the open, closed, and filtered states.

» This technique is often referred to as half-open scanning, because you don't open a full TCP connection. You
send a SYN packet, as if you are going to open a real connection and then wait for a response. A SYN/ACK 
indicates the port is listening (open), while a RST (reset) is indicative of a non-listener. If no response is received
after several retransmissions, the port is marked as filtered. The port is also marked filtered if an ICMP 
unreachable error (type 3, code 1,2, 3, 9, 10, or 13) is received.
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http://insecure.org/
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sT (TCP connect scan) 
» TCP connect scan is the default TCP scan type when SYN scan is not an option. This is the case when a user

does not have raw packet privileges or is scanning IPv6 networks. Instead of writing raw packets as most other
scan types do, Nmap asks the underlying operating system to establish a connection with the target machine
and port by issuing the connect system call. This is the same high-level system call that web browsers, P2P 
clients, and most other network-enabled applications use to establish a connection. It is part of a programming
interface known as the Berkeley Sockets API. Rather than read raw packet responses off the wire, Nmap uses
this API to obtain status information on each connection attempt. 
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http://insecure.org/
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sU (UDP scans) 
» While most popular services on the Internet run over the TCP protocol, UDP services are widely deployed. DNS, 

SNMP, and DHCP (registered ports 53, 161/162, and 67/68) are three of the most common. Because UDP scanning
is generally slower and more difficult than TCP, some security auditors ignore these ports. This is a mistake, as
exploitable UDP services are quite common and attackers certainly don't ignore the whole protocol. Fortunately, 
Nmap can help inventory UDP ports.

» UDP scan works by sending an empty (no data) UDP header to every targeted port. If an ICMP port unreachable
error (type 3, code 3) is returned, the port is closed. Other ICMP unreachable errors (type 3, codes 1, 2, 9, 10, or 13) 
mark the port as filtered. Occasionally, a service will respond with a UDP packet, proving that it is open. If no
response is received after retransmissions, the port is classified as open|filtered. This means that the port could be
open, or perhaps packet filters are blocking the communication. Version detection (-sV) can be used to help
differentiate the truly open ports from the filtered ones.
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http://insecure.org/
http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc768.txt
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sN; -sF; -sX (TCP NULL, FIN, and Xmas scans)

» Null scan (-sN) Does not set any bits (TCP flag header is 0)
» FIN scan (-sF)  Sets just the TCP FIN bit.
» Xmas scan (-sX) Sets the FIN, PSH, and URG flags, lighting the packet up like a Christmas tree.

» These three scan types are exactly the same in behavior except for the TCP flags set in probe packets. If a RST 
packet is received, the port is considered closed, while no response means it is open|filtered. The port is marked
filtered if an ICMP unreachable error (type 3, code 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, or 13) is received.

» The key advantage to these scan types is that they can sneak through certain non-stateful firewalls and packet 
filtering routers. Another advantage is that these scan types are a little more stealthy than even a SYN scan. 
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http://insecure.org/
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sA (TCP ACK scan)

» This scan is different than the others discussed so far in that it never determines open (or even
open|filtered) ports. It is used to map out firewall rulesets, determining whether they are stateful or
not and which ports are filtered.

» The ACK scan probe packet has only the ACK flag set (unless you use --scanflags). When scanning
unfiltered systems, open and closed ports will both return a RST packet. Nmap then labels them as
unfiltered, meaning that they are reachable by the ACK packet, but whether they are open or
closed is undetermined. Ports that don't respond, or send certain ICMP error messages back (type 3, 
code 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, or 13), are labeled filtered.
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sW (TCP Window scan)

» Window scan is exactly the same as ACK scan except that it exploits an implementation detail of certain systems to
differentiate open ports from closed ones, rather than always printing unfiltered when a RST is returned. It does this
by examining the TCP Window field of the RST packets returned. On some systems, open ports use a positive window
size (even for RST packets) while closed ones have a zero window. So instead of always listing a port as unfiltered
when it receives a RST back, Window scan lists the port as open or closed if the TCP Window value in that reset is
positive or zero, respectively.

» This scan relies on an implementation detail of a minority of systems out on the Internet, so you can't always trust it. 
Systems that don't support it will usually return all ports closed. Of course, it is possible that the machine really has
no open ports. If most scanned ports are closed but a few common port numbers (such as 22, 25, 53) are filtered, the
system is most likely susceptible. Occasionally, systems will even show the exact opposite behavior. If your scan
shows 1000 open ports and 3 closed or filtered ports, then those three may very well be the truly open ones.
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sO (IP protocol scan)

» IP protocol scan allows you to determine which IP protocols (TCP, ICMP, IGMP, etc.) are supported by target machines. This isn't
technically a port scan, since it cycles through IP protocol numbers rather than TCP or UDP port numbers. Yet it still uses the -p 
option to select scanned protocol numbers, reports its results within the normal port table format, and even uses the same 
underlying scan engine as the true port scanning methods. So it is close enough to a port scan that it belongs here.

» Protocol scan works in a similar fashion to UDP scan. Instead of iterating through the port number field of a UDP packet, it sends IP 
packet headers and iterates through the 8-bit IP protocol field. The headers are usually empty, containing no data and not even
the proper header for the claimed protocol. The three exceptions are TCP, UDP, and ICMP. A proper protocol header for those is
included since some systems won't send them otherwise and because Nmap already has functions to create them. Instead of
watching for ICMP port unreachable messages, protocol scan is on the lookout for ICMP protocol unreachable messages. If Nmap
receives any response in any protocol from the target host, Nmap marks that protocol as open. An ICMP protocol unreachable
error (type 3, code 2) causes the protocol to be marked as closed Other ICMP unreachable errors (type 3, code 1, 3, 9, 10, or 13) 
cause the protocol to be marked filtered (though they prove that ICMP is open at the same time). If no response is received after 
retransmissions, the protocol is marked open|filtered
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -sV (Version detection) 
» Enables version detection, as discussed above. Alternatively, you can use -A, which enables version detection among other things.

» -sR (RPC scan) 
» This method works in conjunction with the various port scan methods of Nmap. It takes all the TCP/UDP ports found open and

floods them with SunRPC program NULL commands in an attempt to determine whether they are RPC ports, and if so, what
program and version number they serve up. Thus you can effectively obtain the same info as rpcinfo -p even if the target's
portmapper is behind a firewall (or protected by TCP wrappers). Decoys do not currently work with RPC scan. This is automatically
enabled as part of version scan (-sV) if you request that. As version detection includes this and is much more comprehensive, -sR is
rarely needed.

» -O (Enable OS detection) 
» Enables OS detection, as discussed above. Alternatively, you can use -A to enable OS detection along with other things.
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -T paranoid|sneaky|polite|normal|aggressive|insane (Set a timing template) 

» -f (fragment packets); --mtu (using the specified MTU) 
» The -f option causes the requested scan (including ping scans) to use tiny

fragmented IP packets. The idea is to split up the TCP header over several packets to
make it harder for packet filters, intrusion detection systems, and other annoyances
to detect what you are doing.

» -n (no domain lookup)

» -P0 (Don‘t ping hosts before scanning)
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
» Port Scanning Techniques (http://insecure.org)

» -p (port range)
» Ports to scan

» -F (Fast scan)
» Just scan common ports (not all possible 65535)

» -sP (Ping scan)
» Look for hosts answering an icmp echo request

» -v (verbose mode)

» -vv (very verbose mode)
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
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Information Gathering - Port Scanning
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Vielen Dank!
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